Bob’s
Country
By Michael Engelhard
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A

AROUND ONE IN THE MORNING, eerie moaning, like
a woman in pain, wakes me. I pop out of my tent, bear spray
in hand, and there, slightly downhill, silver-gray against
green spruce, under a single, orange-lit anvil cloud: my first
wolf of the trip. He sees me but keeps on howling, head
titled back, imploring the heavens. Giving it my best, I join
in, and our voices entwine. Not your typical wolf dirge,
neither his nor mine, though suggesting shared creaturehood, an understanding. An eighteen-wheeler droning past
less than a quarter mile away adds its bass note to our duet.
It’s day 31, about half-time on my traverse from the
Canada border to the Bering Strait, and I’m camped near
the tree line, vanguard of boreal forest, west of the Haul
Road. I waded the Dietrich River last night, racing a witches’

A journey through
one of the nation’s
last wildernesses
cauldron of weather boiling blackly to the north. At the only
level spot, astride a ridge, I set up my tent in record time
and flung gear and myself inside while thunder salvos
cracked the sky. I crouched inside the flapping shelter
pelted by rain, praying the fabric and stakes would hold.
Happy Fourth of July! It had not gone as expected. No cache
at the Chandalar Shelf airstrip—the outfitter chose not to
place resupply #4 there before my arrival because hunters
might disturb the barrel. I’d waited instead for his oﬃce
help to truck it up from Coldfoot after my unhappy call
from the DOT depot where, however, I was offered
coffee cake.
Still buzzing from last night’s serenade, I cross into Gates
of the Arctic, the northernmost and second largest U.S.
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national park—bigger than Belgium—under a leaden and squally
sky. No entrance or camping fees charged. Mountains without
tollbooths or handrails, land free and undeveloped, as some of it
should be.

W

E OWE MUCH OF THIS to Robert “Bob” Marshall, a

twentieth-century John Muir and advocate of the central
Brooks Range. “Let’s keep Alaska largely a wilderness,”
he’d urged Congress in 1938.
The New York forester with the boyish face and goofy smile
arrived in the uncharted territory he’d selected from his atlas
months before the Great Depression and began to study tree
growth at the northern timberline for a thesis about the effects of
climate on political history. He already was larger than life—and
brimming with it. He’d summited his first Adirondack peak at 15;
decades later he still loved running down slopes. Frugal and
modest despite being wealthy, shy except during dances and
parties, Marshall was a romantic, an admirer of Lewis and Clark
who felt he’d been born too late. He sometimes portaged in tennis
shoes or subsisted only on raisins and cheese. He planned to take
a 30-mile day hike in every U.S. state. His sense of humor favored
the absurd. He once entered a room somersaulting through the
doorway, change flying from his pockets, crowing, “I just rolled
in.” Another time he daubed shoe polish onto his underwear to
keep the holes that mice had nibbled into his tux from showing at
a formal dinner. An activist who cared about the working class, he
shared royalties from his 1930 memoir Arctic Village with the
Wiseman folks it so lovingly portrayed. He stayed a bachelor his
entire, truncated life. Perhaps his biggest accomplishment was
co-founding and funding the Wilderness Society, which focused
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Alpine hawksbeard on a gravel bar.

the movement for protecting what is now Gates of the Arctic
National Park.
I camp early, at Oolah Pass, unable to resist. An emerald lake
rimmed with perfect, flat shingle beaches and velvet-green moss
banks lights up this mountain bowl. It’s truly alpine, this Continental Divide nook, not the bug-ridden bog of lower saddles I’ve
scaled. I’ll be traversing to the north side three times before my
next resupply in Anaktuvuk, which also straddles the line. The
lake by my tent duplicates snow patches on the mountain flanks
into Rorschach blots. A curved, naked, saw-tooth range blocks
the view down the valley I’ll be descending tomorrow toward the
Itkillik River—perhaps it’s the one Marshall named for its
resemblance to an Eskimo skin-scraper. In his days, North Slope
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Lake in Hidden Valley, near
the Itkillik headwaters.

Inupiat traveled this pass to work or trade in Wiseman. Tips of
distant peaks at my back, where I entered the bowl from Kuyuktuvuk Creek, spur “top of the world” feelings, a well-earned
euphoria. Gulls and charcoal-collared, white-bellied plovers wail
poised on the tarn’s crystal surface, the only sounds besides
whispers of a rill spilling from the amphitheater’s heights.

O

NE MONTH INTO MY JOURNEY, I’m falling apart.
Enjoying the luxury of afternoon coffee under a tentative
sun, I just lost a filling chomping on salmon jerky. My right
shoulder throbs from previous dislocations, and an Achilles
tendon troubles me—my pack is too heavy for mid-weight boots,
which don’t give enough ankle support. I console myself with the
thought that Marshall, famous for 40-mile days, schlepped a
70-pound pack with a tumpline along nearby Ernie Creek, forced
to rest three times each mile.
I hiked past bleached caribou skulls and racks yesterday, signs
of Inupiaq hunters pursuing the Central Arctic herd. Farther on,
an angelic, white wing with its shoulder joint, the bird’s blood
spattered on lichen, declared unsubtly that I, too, was meat. The
carnage triggered unease. We are not used to landscapes strewn
with body parts. But life enfolded me also, and death is integral to
it. Shrieking jaegers strafed me, defending their nest—elegant
fliers these, with hook-bills and stinger-tails. I’d roused a ptarmigan hen and her brood; seeking cover, the unfledged chicks
scattered like struck billiard balls. The one closest to me pressed
itself into a hollow, perfectly camouflaged, as the hen stood by,
clucking. Theirs is a hard country.
Marshall learned this early in his Wiseman-based explorations.
“Gaily daring the unknown,” he’d set out with one companion on
his first probe of the Arctic Divide in July 1929. The pair almost
drowned when the Koyukuk’s rain-swollen North Fork flooded
their island camp. The experience energized Marshall. Here was a
place, finally, where nature had not yet been neutered.
Two days beyond Oolah, I top out at Peregrine Pass, a notch
amid whalebacks. Landmarks that Marshall named crowd
around me: Cockedhat, Snowheel, Inclined, Alapah (Inupiaq for

Rock ptarmigan chick.

“cold”), and square-jawed Limestack Mountain, each beheaded
by clouds. An obsessive list-maker and timekeeper and the first
white man to map this region, the East Coast visitor bestowed
164 place names on it, among them Boreal Mountain and Frigid
Crags, a gateway for the Koyukuk’s North Fork that became this
park’s tag line.
Marshall and his prospector friends also christened Grizzly
Creek, which now flares below me. On my heels I glissade, down a
black shale ramp splotched with buttercup-yellow poppies, all the
way to the valley bottom.
Caribou antlers and skull
in the Oolah Valley.
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Climbing toward
a high pass
in the central
Brooks Range.
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LODDING UP THE VALLEY OF PRECIPICES (Marshall’s
“great gorge of the north”) and over low Ernie Pass, studded
with tussocks, I reach Graylime Creek and the broad
Anaktuvuk River valley, which Pleistocene glaciers carved. Only
20 more miles to the village at whose P.O. I’ll collect cache #5,
mailed to myself. I can’t wait for the cookies my wife, Melissa,
baked and for new books—I’ve been burning pages from the ones
I brought after reading them, to lighten my load.
A hamlet of 400 inland Inupiat, Anaktuvuk Pass forms a grid
among peaks at the sinuous, watery crossroads where Contact
Creek and Inukpasugruk join the Anaktuvuk and John. Thirteen
families moved there 10 years after Bob Marshall died. In
November 1939, at the age of 38, his dynamo heart gave out on a
midnight-train ride from Washington, D.C. to New York. This
insular village was established three decades before the national
park that engulfs it. Grandfathered in, its Inupiaq residents are
entitled to hunt, fish, and trap within park boundaries, an
exception made for Alaska Native communities.
I soon pick up the alder-lined ATV track on the riverbank east
of the settlement. Gravel below drains the tire ruts along much of
this stretch, except for occasional mud pits and their multi-lane
bypasses. Civilization’s rash of debris welcomes me back: fire
rings, tin cans, broken sled runners, a rusting snowmachine, a
Star Wars plastic laser sword.
Making good time I camp off-trail a few miles short of town, at
a kidney-shaped lake pocketed between a mountainside and a
hill. I am procrastinating, dreading even the briefest reentry, the
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A self-diagnosed “ursa-phobe,” Marshall, who once climbed a
tree to escape a grizzly, admitted getting panicky facing another,
“11 miles from the closest gun, 106 from the first potential
stretcher bearers, and 300 air-line from the nearest hospital.” At
his camp near the mouth of Grizzly Creek, “an immense, whitishbrown humped mass” spooked and stampeded the pack stock.
Dragged behind one crazed nag, he shot at the bear from the hip
and, after letting go of the halter, managed to wound it. He then
chased the escaped horses on foot. The next day a cold rain fell,
and he got soaked and saw little, as fog mantled the “ragged
giants” bracing this glen. The only excitement came when a soggy
slope crashed into the creek two miles below camp, once more
spooking the horses.
I as well go unarmed on this dreary day and don’t meet any
wildlife but, bathed in doomsday light, pitch my tent by a lake
before the sky’s floodgates yield with booming claps.
It is cold yet sunny the following morning, and clouds drift low
on the hills—conditions spelling the brink of fall. Watching a
red-throated diver afloat in “my” front yard, I wonder: How can a
lake with a single loon appear more lonesome than one with no
birds at all?
Last night an arctic fox inspected my tent, betrayed by a
jaeger’s yakking. When I wash the breakfast dishes two golden
plovers distract me while a gull tries to snatch their leggy chick.
The parents dive at the rapacious intruder, running it off. Virgil
envisioned hell as a place without birds; I think our world without
birds would be hell.

Glacial stream in a remote
Gates of the Arctic valley.

punch to quiet solitude delivered by dumpsters, engines, an
airstrip, or stores. In this, I am kin to Marshall. Finishing one
splendid summer excursion of camping 49 nights out, he halted
just outside of Wiseman upon his return. He supposedly tried to
rack up a nice, even 50, but I doubt that motive.
It’s been the first bluebird day in over two weeks. Taking
advantage, I rinse my socks and skivvies, which on this trek
passes for “doing laundry.”
“Gates,” as the park is fondly known among Alaskans, has
another treat for me.
As I recline bare-chested on fragrant tundra, absorbing warmth
and mulling the lack of fat in my diet, and the resulting shrinkage,
a canine, coal-black like a hellhound, trots along the far lakeshore
without noticing me. Whose dog is this? Not an outlandish
question given the nearness of huskies and town. But something
feels off, a feral spring in this animal’s gait. Could it be a rare “blue
morph” arctic fox? Then it hits me: Another wolf, though
a skinny one.
Afraid it will leave, I softly call out to it. “Hey there, where are
you going?”
Not at all startled, it stops and looks at me. Then it approaches,
gingerly, as if the ground were not solid. Perhaps, I’m tickled to
think, it carries the deeply buried memory of a former bond
between its kind and mine.
I keep talking calmly, staying in my Crazy Creek folding-chair,
and it comes closer still. It freezes again, its curiosity piqued. The
lean body signals no tension, only openness to the moment’s

possibilities. I can sense the age-old allure that links our
two species.
Deciding that this is too weird, the wolf then circles downwind
to catch my scent. A shallow ravine conceals the nifty maneuver.
Losing sight of it but wanting to prolong the connection, I stand
up for a better view. Amaguq jolts at this rude predator move,
loping off into the blue yonder.

S

OMETIMES YOU SIT, AND GOOD THINGS come to you.

Most of my wolf encounters happen that way. With my
hiking pole I measure this untamed one’s comfort zone. Thirty
yards. Like its pal near the Haul Road it did not seem bothered by
our society’s limited footprint in this expanse.
“There is just one hope,” Marshall wrote in a seminal article, “of
repulsing the tyrannical ambition of civilization to conquer every
niche on the whole earth. That hope is the organization of
spirited people who will fight for the freedom of the wilderness.”
While there can be no room for the possessive in wilderness—
land “gloriously fresh” with “no musty signs of human occupation”—the rough paradise he helped to preserve will be Bob’s
Country forever.

Michael Engelhard is the author of American Wild: Explorations from
the Grand Canyon to the Arctic Ocean. Like Marshall, he fell for the
Brooks Range the first time he set foot in it, in 1990, and shares his
“childlike” enthusiasm and sense of humor.
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